Help Barney Find Miss Beazley KEY!
Presidential Pets! KEY

These pets have been very lucky to live with the President of the United States. Can you unscramble their names? When you are done, unscramble the circled letters to identify the President who owned them.

BAENYR    B A R N E Y
ACT       C A T
TOYTSP    S P O T T Y
HONRLGON  L O N G H O R N
NAIDI      I N D I A
GDO        D O G
LAIFOE     O F E L I A
MSSI BEELAYZ  M I S S B E A Z L E Y

G E O R G E    W. Bush

Which President?
Can you find the LAST name of every president?

Note: The last names Adams, Harrison, Johnson, Roosevelt, and Bush have been included in the puzzle twice, once for each president. However, Cleveland, the only President to serve non-consecutive terms, was included only once, bringing the total names in the puzzle to 44 instead of 45.